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Children must be taught how to think,
not what to think.

Learn Today. Lead Tomorrow.

Welcome to The Iconic School!
Welcome to The Iconic School...... a place for kids to invoke their
journey of insights, information and intelligence; a School with focus
on assisting discovery at every step; a School which promotes the joy
and excitement of learning and celebrates the pleasure of
achievements. We believe that the whole journey of learning is a
process of discovery. The entire campus has been designed and
developed to comprehensively cater to all facets of this journey of
discovery. Spread on a sprawling lush green expanse of twenty-one
acres, The Iconic School is located in the heart of Bhopal – the
cultural capital of India. The earthy and brick facades permeate an
aura of globalism, while the soul of the space reminisces the ancient
Gurukuls.
The school motto ‘Learn Today. Lead Tomorrow.’ constantly inspires
us to believe that our tomorrow is the sum total of what we achieve
today.
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Mission
To develop an understanding and appreciation of the global dimensions of our world; making our children appreciative of
their history, culture and traditions, whilst being open to other cultures and alternative views of the world.
To provide a local and global dimension in curriculum and pedagogy by offering a blend of nationally and internationally
acclaimed educational programmes that help foster the all-round development of children.
To inspire young minds to think creatively and laterally, solve problems and develop lifelong enthusiasm for learning.
To provide a safe, secure and inclusive environment in which each child can enjoy learning and strive for excellence; and
also create opportunities for children to step beyond the confines of classroom learning to explore new places and
adventures.
To build a community of competent and caring educators, with rich experience and multi-cultural perspectives, and
provide them continued professional development opportunities.

Vision
To give to the world “Icons” who can win the hearts and minds of others, put service before self,
and retain their humility and values even as they soar high.
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Teaching
Methodology

The Iconic Approach
Singular Focus, Multiple Intelligences.

You can teach a child what has already been discovered;
but the real soul of education lies in empowering
At The Iconic School, our singular focus is to
strengthen competencies needed to be
autonomous, lifelong learners. A wide range
of multi-dimensional activities are organized
which go a long way in propelling self-belief,
confidence in decision making and problem
solving along with chiselling of soft skills. A
strong requirement today is to simultaneously

students to set off on a journey of discovery by
themselves – which pushes them to achieve greater
things and become better human beings. Our teachers
and teaching philosophy revolve around the same
essence – of assisting students discover themselves and
what they learn. State-of-the-art digital assets become
an aid to organic learning experiences that culminate in
the overall development of students.

weave a firm moral fibre in the students’
personality.
The entire learning experience at The Iconic
School is modelled on the Theory of Multiple
Intelligences. This theory differentiates
intelligence into specific modalities, rather
than seeing it as a single general ability. The
key to achieving this goal is to pursue a value
based education process that acts as a
nucleus around which all our school activities
revolve. Extreme importance is given to the
fact that emotional stability plays a very
significant role in the healthy growth of a
child, which is established through developing
a genuine personal rapport with our children.
This accessible and interactive methodology
also helps in discovering and strengthening
inherent talent in our students.
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Kindergarten

The Iconic School has a separate kindergarten block designed
creatively for the youngest icons in our midst. Learning at this age is
multi-dimensional and a mosaic of surroundings and events. These
years lay the foundation for students to turn into confident learners
and well-rounded personalities. The specific objective of pre-primary
learning is to provide all necessary care and education to young
children for their development through cognitive, linguistic, physical,

nvolve

Tell me and I forget,
teach me and I remember,
involve me and I learn.
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social and emotional growth. The block is equipped with a special
library with books of interest as per their age group, splash pool,
multi-media room, art, dance & music rooms, mini-kitchen, infirmary
etc. In fact, every classroom is designed spaciously to be a selfsustaining unit. Other fun areas include an open-air theatre, sand pit
area, jungle gym, water streams, herbal garden, indoor gym and other
sports, to provide ample opportunities for all round development of
the children.
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Learning how to think,
Not what to think.

Primary School
The primary wing of our school provides a happy, caring and stimulating
environment that instils in our students the joy of learning. The Iconic School
follows a broad and balanced curriculum that recognizes the integration of the
cognitive, psychomotor and affective domains of learning. We ensure that
every student realizes his/her potential and is fully prepared to progress to the
middle school with confidence and self-esteem.
The school not only focuses on the acquisition of academic skills but also
strongly emphasizes on the development of the students' personal, social and
emotional growth. The learning environment provided is such that it maximizes
their chances of realizing the importance of being responsible and ethical.
Emotions and feelings are a critical part of a student’s life. These emotions and
feelings are a large part of the interactions and relationships that form within
the school.
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Sometimes you win. Sometimes you learn.

Middle & Secondary School
The middle & secondary school curriculum gives students a solid academic
foundation and provides a sensitive, nurturing environment in which students
feel comfortable as they experience the challenges of the transitional years
from childhood to adolescence. There is a serious commitment to prepare our
students to be technologically competent.
Strategies to help students on how to learn as well as how to use and handle
knowledge and information are an important part of skill development. Student
centred classrooms and proactive learning are high priorities in middle school.
Many opportunities are also available to explore individual talents through
extra-curricular activities.
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Senior Secondary School

Learning takes a whole new curve at the senior secondary level. This is where
students’ lives take a much more concrete direction in terms of what they want
to achieve going forward in their career. It sets the basis of future education
and is much more serious and strategized.
The teaching methodologies used in the classroom environment actively
engage all students in the learning process. Variety of instructional strategies

nnovate

Big thinking precedes
great achievement.
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based on the assessed strengths, needs and interests of the students are
adopted. The teachers implement whole groups, small groups and individual
instructions that provide for independent application and practices. Technology
is extensively used in the day-to-day teaching in the classrooms. They identify
and articulate clear learning objectives based on grade-level expectations and
assessment of students' needs.
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Sports

The sports curriculum at The Iconic School offers students the space to be
themselves and the excitement to come together as a team. It is centred on the
understanding that children have varying physical abilities and hence require
different types of sports and games. The sports curriculum ensures a smooth

gnite

Passion transforms
talent into genius
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transition from childhood play to competitive sports. Opportunities for national
and international exposure are made available to those who display the
capability and zeal to excel. Sports offered include Football, Cricket, Tennis,
Swimming & Water polo, Basketball, Table Tennis, Athletics, Squash,
Badminton, Yoga, Gymnastics, Chess, Skating, Martial Arts, Shooting, etc.
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Art & Craft

The world today attaches equal importance to academic as well as nonacademic performance. With a string of alternate career options that have
started catching the interest of the new generation, performing arts has proved
to be a game changer for students. Such extra-curricular activities help develop
the all-round personality by instilling a sense of competitive spirit, co-operation,
leadership, team spirit, self discipline and self confidence. It moulds a student
into an all-round, emotionally intelligent and interpersonally skilled individual.
Options of Extra-curricular activities include Debates, Theatre, Drama, Mime,
Music, Dance, Visual Art, Photography, Pottery and Needle Craft.
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Laboratories

mmerse

What you surround yourself with
is what becomes your life.
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The educational infrastructure at The Iconic School combines the best of two worlds – the timeless
knowledge of ancient wisdom and the technological prowess of tomorrow’s technology. Children are
urged to discover the essence of what they learn in the classrooms, in the outside world and put
thought into action. Digital classrooms and learning resources enhance their ability to take their
experience further and convert them into expertise. State-of-the-art science, maths and computer
laboratories urge students to discover the art behind the science.
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Libraries
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Health & Nutrition

Reading is to the mind what exercise is to the body.

At The Iconic School, we promote a healthy and balanced diet for all our students. Right from an early age, every effort is

Books give flight to imagination, knowledge to the mind and life to the soul. A

made to imbibe healthy eating habits. An in-house canteen serves delicious and healthy food, prepared with the highest

wide range of meticulously selected books provides vital space, conducive to

safety standards in our state-of-the-art kitchen.

study, research, discussions and pleasure reading. Dedicated to supporting the

Not only this, every child is encouraged to learn basic cooking. Home Science labs attract the students to develop this

research and educational inclinations of the students, the libraries at The Iconic

basic necessity into a culinary skill.

School house the energy that fuels the imagination of children.

Counselling by food & nutrition experts and regular health check-ups help children realise the importance of a healthy life.
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Outreach & Exposure

You cannot become a true citizen of the world unless you have seen the world around you.
With our outreach, industrial visits, educational tours and international exchange programs,
our students get access to a world of opportunities – bringing them closer to varied
cultures, people and mind-sets. These programs also give importance to community service
and social outreach programs within our own community – thus helping students to
implement what they have learnt in their own lives and surroundings.
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Parent Partnership

nformation

Parents and guardians should be at the heart of every child's education. While
teachers are there at the front of the school, it is the family you come home to,
that provides the essential foundation for a child’s success. That's why we
believe that parental involvement in school is important. Close communication
is at the core of our partnership approach. Keeping parents and guardians
updated and informed regarding their child's progress is an essential part of
what we do. We keep all-important channels of communication wide open,
from consultation meetings and written reports to an ‘open door’ policy.
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Admission Process

To embark on the journey to become “Iconic”, you are required to get registered, either online
or by submitting a copy of the registration form at the school counter or by sending it by
post/courier. A copy of the prospectus including registration form can be obtained at the school
counter on payment of the prescribed fee or it can be downloaded from the school website.
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